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Message from
the principal

Sick or away
If your child is sick or away please email:
absentee@bisak.org

FEBRUARY

P20

will be managing the compound next to our
new school, as I know many are interested in
looking at the possibility of moving closer to
the new site. Unfortunately, their website is
still undergoing final testing. Just as soon as
it is ready, I will inform parents.

Mr Stephen Viner
Dear Parents,
Welcome back to the start of the spring term.
I hope you have had an enjoyable first few
weeks of school.
This is the start of a very exciting year for our
school. Of course, along with that comes a
great deal of stress and worry, but as the end
goal is moving to our new home, I know in the
end it will be worth it.
If you have managed to drive past the new
school site, you will know that construction
is progressing swiftly. As with any project, we
have encountered inevitable challenges, but
we are regularly assured by the contractors
that the project will be completed in time for
us to open in September this year. Every time
we visit, we take photographs of the progress
that is being made. Once I have approval from
the contractors and have received the most
recent images from them, I am hoping to be
able to produce a special leaflet for parents.
I was hoping this month to be able to put
parents in contact with the company that

Once the site is safe enough, I will invite the
Senior School Council to visit the site and
meet the contractors with me so they will
be able to report back to pupils on their new
school. Of course, it is still at least another
month before I will be able to take children to
the site, and the School Council will be given
plenty of notice before this happens.
Can I take this opportunity to remind
parents they might have to update their
vehicle passes? The compound has recently
employed a new security company, so parents
or drivers without the correct pass might be
refused entry to the compound at the main
gate. If you are unsure, please check at the
school Reception.
The school will shortly be sending out the
parental contact update form, and we ask
that you read it carefully and update the
accordingly school accordingly with any
changes. It is imperative that we have the
most up-to-date contact details for all parents
at all times.
One last reminder: if your child’s medical
condition changes for any reason, you must
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inform our Nurse team immediately, complete an ‘Emergency
Care Plan’ and provide us with any necessary medication to
be kept on the school site. This enables us to provide the best
care possible for every child in our school. In conjunction with
this, please make sure that your children do not bring into
school any foods which might contain nuts. If you are unsure,
please ask.
As always I thank you for your continued support.

at home. This workshop is one of many this year across the
Preparatory School to further develop home-school learning.
If you have any ideas about other types of workshops that you
would like us to arrange, please contact me.
In the last week of this month, our pupils celebrated the
tradition of storytelling. The children shared new and old
stories in their classes and across different year groups. They
also learnt some of the backgrounds behind storytelling and
the skills necessary to make a great storyteller. Hopefully,
your children can tell you some of the new stories they have
learnt at school.
As this month draws to a close, we look forward to the new
month of February, which I know, will once again, be a hive of
activity and provide a wealth of superb learning opportunities.

Stephen Viner
Principal

Darren Aisthorpe
Head of Preparatory School
Message from Head
of Preparatory School

Mr Darren Aisthorpe
Dear Parents,
The first month of 2019 has been another exciting and
eventful one for pupils in the Preparatory School. Near the
beginning of the term, we welcomed our new teacher into
Pre-Prep, Miss Brason, who is teaching in Year 1. We wish her
all the very best as she settles into BISAK.
I am delighted to inform you that the Preparatory School is now
an accredited member of The Independent Association of Prep
Schools. IAPS is a very prestigious association, representing
700 of the world’s leading prep schools. Schools must reach
a very high standard to be eligible for membership, with strict
criteria on teaching a broad curriculum, maintaining excellent
standards of pastoral care and keeping staff members’
professional development training up to date. Each school
in the association is independent and has its own ethos, but
all are committed to delivering an excellent, well-rounded
education to the pupils in their care. I am sure you understand
that joining IAPS is a very proud moment for BISAK.
Thank you to all parents who attended this month’s writing
workshops on how to support your child with their writing
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• Ms Annoni is at the final stages of her planning for the ski
trip that takes place in Italy just before half-term
• Ms Bano is putting the finishing touches to her preparations
for the Eco-Venture trip to Dubai.
Message from Head of
Senior School and Sixth Form

Mr Leo Gilbert
Dear Parents,
Welcome to the first newsletter of 2019. As always, we have
been so busy that it seems much more than only a few weeks
ago that we returned from our winter break.
A hugely important part of what we do at BISAK is to enrich
pupils’ experience within and outside the curriculum. Already
this term, we have run a number of very successful trips and
other enrichment activities:
• Our under-14 boys won the SAIKAC football tournament
that took place as part of the Dhahran Private School
League on 12th January
• Eleven Year 10 and 11 pupils spent an exhausting but
highly illuminating day in Bahrain on their Geography
field trip
• Our Model United Nations (MUN) club has started again in
the past couple of weeks, with over twenty pupils attending
• The BISAK Environmental Committee has recommenced
its work on trying to ensure BISAK is doing everything in its
power to be eco-friendly
• Geography classes have been completing a welter of
fascinating, challenging projects
• Coaches from Juventus Football Club have been in school,
working with a wide variety of our pupils, helping them to
develop healthy, active lifestyles, as well as learn new skills
• Many departments have begun their after-school booster
sessions
• The mock exams and resit public exams for Years 11, 12
and 13 have taken place, with results to follow soon.
We are also working hard in preparation for a number of
activities that will add a unique extra ingredient to our pupils’
education:
• Senior School Sports Day takes place on 4th February, and
you are cordially invited to join us for what promises to be
a very enjoyable celebration of athletic prowess, friendly
competition and the joy of participating in sport
• Miss Hursthouse is deep into the planning for the hugely
exciting, challenging Duke of Edinburgh trip to Vietnam,
which 26 pupils are participating in

It is exhausting just reading about it, isn’t it? We will have
more details on many of these activities – and others – in
next month’s newsletter.
Also coming up soon are a number of evenings for
parents, so I hope you will be able to attend those that
apply to your children:
• Sunday 3rd February, 3.00 – 6.00 pm: Year 10 and 11
parents’ evening. We are using an appointment system
for this event, so please make sure your child is making
appointments for you to see all of their teachers.
• Sunday 24th February, 3.00 – 6.00 pm: Year 8 and 13
parents’ evening. As above, please make appointments.
• Tuesday 26th February, 6.00 – 8.00 pm: Sixth Form
Options Evening. This is an absolute must for any parent
who has children in Year 11. You might also be interested in
attending if your child is in Year 10 so that you get an idea
of how the process works. Details will follow closer to the
date, but in the meantime please talk to your child about
what subjects they are considering taking at A level and
what they need to do to get the required grades at GCSE.
• At the beginning of March we are holding the Year 9 and 12
parents’ evening and the GCSE Options Evening for parents of
Year 9 pupils. More details will follow in due course.
Finally, you might be aware that we are adopting a new
uniform. The current year is a transition period where
pupils are allowed to wear the “old” uniform, but can only
buy the “new” uniform from the school shop. Please make
sure that if you are buying uniform for your child this year,
you buy only those items that will be permitted from
September.
All very best wishes and thanks as always for your continued
support.

Leo Gilbert
Head of Senior School and Sixth Form
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The new BISAK School building is on track to be open in
September 2019. The contractors are working a six-day week
to make sure we are on target, so that we are able to provide
state-of-the-art facilities, including:
• Five Science laboratories
• Four ICT suites
• A Drama/Dance studio
• A fully-equipped gym
• Four-lane running track
• Music studio and recording rooms
• Swimming pool
• Landscaped outdoor enrichment areas.
The furniture has been ordered and the specialist equipment
is scheduled to arrive in the Kingdom by late March 2019.
As the rooms are completed, we will fit them out with the
furniture and resources.
The accommodation on the compound around the new
school is also starting to take shape. It includes a range of
one-, two- and three-bedroom apartments and villas. There
is also a three-storey club house with a large swimming pool
and facilities which include squash and basketball courts. We

hope to be able to provide promotional material from the
compound in the forthcoming weeks.
We will be opening the school for orientation days for pupils
and parents in early September (dates to be announced) to
give you a chance to see the new facilities before the new
academic year starts on 16th September.
Tracie Darke
Bursar
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Preparatory School
Pre-Prep

Preparatory School

Pre-Prep

The end of last term was incredibly exciting. We enjoyed a
Pre-Prep Maths Day on the final Monday of the term when
all of our children participated in a range of Maths activities,
ranging from making 3D models, using 2D shapes to create
pictures and a Maths hunt. Then on the penultimate day,
we held our seasonal parties. The children loved the party
outfits, the delicious food and enjoyed the games – what a
fun way to end the term!

This term we have introduced Playground Buddies during
break times. The Year 6 and Year 2 pupils who have
volunteered to do this have already had such a positive
impact through leading the children in games, helping to
organise equipment and helping the younger children with
their skipping and ball skills. It has been lovely to see our
older pupils take on this responsibility and, in doing so,
develop both their leadership skills and confidence.
We have had four wonderful parent volunteers start
supporting us this term, hearing children read and making
resources. Thank you so much to these incredibly helpful
and supportive parents.
Finally, near the end of this month, we had many parents
attending our Pre-Prep Reading Talk. The presentation
is available in the Pre-Prep area of the BISAK website
and contains plenty of information about encouraging
enjoyment, supporting struggling or reluctant readers,
end of year reading expectations and the importance of
understanding what the children are reading in school.
5

Preparatory School
Lower Prep

Preparatory School

Lower Prep

Lower Prep would like to welcome back all families and
friends from the break and wish you a happy New Year. The
children and staff have been extremely busy and are looking
forward thoroughly to the term ahead.
In Year 3, the Science topic for this half-term has been ‘How
Plants Grow.’ One of the experiments the children conducted
was to find out how seeds grow into plants. They planted their
beans with partners, watered them and put them in warm
sunlight – then eagerly arrived in class every morning to see
what changes have taken place. The children recorded how
the beans have grown over the past two weeks and have
been pleased to see how tall the beanstalks are!
In Year 4, the children have been learning about states
of matter. They built parachutes in small groups before
testing them from the first floor of the school building. This
experiment was to prove that the gases in our atmosphere
are tangible despite them being less dense than liquids and
solids. The children had a great time and thoroughly enjoyed
watching their parachutes descend.
Lower Prep held their first parent workshop of the term on
Wednesday 23rd January. The focus was on sharing the
writing process with parents and demonstrating how we
encourage children to up-level their sentences. This was
a great success and both parents and children produced
some amazing pieces of writing.
We would like to thank all parents for attending the writing
workshop and for their ongoing support.
Miss Twite
Head of Lower Prep School
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Preparatory School
Lower Prep
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Preparatory School
Upper Prep

Preparatory School

Upper Prep

Welcome back to the spring term. Our Year 5 and 6 pupils
have made an enthusiastic start to the New Year, thinking
about new beginnings and sharing their ideas with each other.
In Year 5, pupils have been working diligently on their
Humanities topic of The Living Earth. They have researched
the different layers of the earth and will also be studying
volcanoes and earthquakes. In Science, pupils are learning
about Properties and Changes of Materials by testing
different materials and categorising them in various ways.

participate in. We look forward to seeing as many parents
join us for the event to cheer the children on.
We are also eagerly anticipating the Year 5 and 6 Writing
workshop, which is taking place at the end of January.
The pupils will be completing different writing activities
which we hope will inform parents about how we teach
writing at BISAK.

In Year 6, pupils have started work on a new Humanities
topic about the Indus Valley. They are investigating various
aspects of this civilization, both at home and at school.
Their Science learning involves the new topic of Light.
Pupils will engage in numerous practical activities based
on scientific enquiry.
In PE, both year groups are busy preparing for the KS2
Sports Day, which takes place on Wednesday 6th February.
They have been practising various long jump techniques,
and next week will practise the high jump. Pupils have also
been asked to think about what events they would like to
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Preparatory School
Upper Prep
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Pink & Blue Day

Pink & Blue Day
fills the sky in show of support!

On 29th November, BISAK students helped to raise money
for Pink and Blue Day. They wanted to fund research for
cancer patients.

This year, BISAK raised money by selling merchandise: key
rings, pencils and a variety of bracelets, as well as hosting a
bake sale. Pupils also made donations to the cause for the
luxury of wearing pink and blue clothing and accessories to
school on the day. The most popular event of the day was
buying and releasing the pink and blue balloons into the
air. “It was breathtaking. The kids smiling, the balloons, the
cupcakes. Everyone was genuinely happy,” said Head Boy,
Nasir Al Wsaifer. The day was a success, raising 7,297.25 SAR.

Year 7 girls
enjoying the day

Mrs Brown-Afari came up with this idea when she arrived at
BISAK in 2010. She thought it was important to be able to do
this as a school because this event was happening all over
the world. Since then, BISAK has carried on this tradition.
Surprisingly, we raised over 15,000 SAR last year and sent it
to Yousef Sarid’s mother’s hospital. Mrs. Brown-Afari said, “As
long as I am here, I will encourage everyone at BISAK to raise
money for cancer awareness.”
Pink and Blue Day is about raising money specifically to
fight breast and prostate cancer. Funds raised go toward
research for diagnosis, prevention and treatment. In the
UK, a woman is diagnosed every 10 minutes with breast
cancer, and over 47,000 men with prostate cancer each year.
October is recognized as breast cancer awareness month in
multiple countries, such as the UK, America, Australia and
Saudi Arabia. Pink and Blue Day is a popular event in these
countries as people work to raise awareness and support
men and women battling cancer.

Head Girl Sara Alzayyat
showing her support.

Doctors visit to educate KS4 and KS5
In addition to raising money and showing support, Mr Wragg
invited Dr Fatma and Dr Kamel from King Fahad Hospital to
come to BISAK to raise KS4 and KS5 pupils’ awareness of
cancer. Dr Fatma, a consultant radiologist and professor,
spoke to the girls about breast cancer. Meanwhile, Dr Kamel,
consultant urologist and oncologist, spoke to the boys about
testicular cancer. Mr Wragg felt it was important for the pupils
to know about these life-threatening diseases and how to
detect them early on.
By Karis Esley
Photos by Charbel Gergian
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Sixth Form News

Sixth Form News
Mock Exams
Mock exams for Sixth Formers began on 13th January
2019. The exams were conducted professionally to mimic
the official A level examination experience, to be held very
soon - in May and June.
Pupils were granted study leave which allowed them to
study at home or at school. This enabled them to review
content for their appointed exams, encouraging them to be
organised and develop effective revision techniques.
One benefit of the mock exams was to give an insight into
the procedure followed in the official public examinations.
Students were able to experience the reality of the official
A-level exams’ rules and regulations.

Movie Night
On 19th December 2018, the Sixth Form movie night was
held. Pupils were given the option to arrive in comfortable
attire or Christmas costumes. Upon arrival, they were
greeted by Mr Powell, who had conjured a scavenger hunt,
in which the students had to work in groups to find clues
placed around the school.
What followed was the Secret Santa Gift Exchange in which
the attendees gifted to and received presents from their
peers. This was accompanied by our delightful student
Samar, who took the liberty to dress as Santa Claus and
deliver the presents.

Sixth Form Assembly

Afterwards, pupils were graced by the talents of the Sixth
Form band who performed a musical number for our
entertainment.

On the morning of Wednesday 30th January, 12B led
an eye-opening assembly on the topic of “Privilege and
Poverty” in which they clearly covered what each of the
terms mean both to us and to others in different societies.
Their assembly encouraged us to think about issues that
are easily forgotten in our day-to-day lives. Awareness of
these societal realities is important because it can affect
the way we treat others.

To conclude the night, they proceeded to indulge in pizza
while watching the Christmas classic, The Grinch. We all
had a brilliant time and hopefully we can do some more
events later in the year!

For the music portion of the assembly, we were delighted
by the first performance from BISAK’s new Sixth Form band
who will be preparing new performances for any upcoming
assemblies, so keep your eyes (and ears) peeled!

Henna, Martina, Sina and Faryal (Year 12)
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Sports News

Sports News
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Senior -Y8
Candle Holders

Senior -Y8
Candle Holders
hope you and your families
had time to rest during our very short break, but it is not
long now before the Autumn Term comes to a close on the
22nd December. Can I take this opportunity to remind
parents about the driving rules on the compound. There
have been a number of near misses which h I hope yo

These pupils have produced prototypes that demonstrate fully competent making skills.
Their work shows confident and precise use of tools, techniques and machinery.

Maya Brown 8A

Hafza Sagheer 8B

Sharaf ElHajjami 8B

Sarah Wasi 8A

Rida Sheikh 8C

Thomas Wood 8B
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Art

The Art department was busy finishing off projects before the
winter break. Year 6 completed their collaged cacti, which
was a combination of painting, collage and printmaking!
They now hang proudly in the Art corridor, so feel free to
come and have a look next time you visit the school.

Our theme last term
was Mexican culture;
we even had a Mexican
festive tree in the Art
department. Bringing
Mexico to BISAK was
such a fun burst of
colour and all classes
thoroughly enjoyed
learning about it.

Year 2 finished their giant
cacti masterpieces using
india ink and bingo daubers!
The pupils learned how to
create a composition and
use a ‘horizon’ line to add
depth to their paintings. The
results were wonderfully
colourful and our Year 2
pupils were so proud.
14

Art

Our Year 1 were busy
using new materials, like
our ‘magic’ paint sticks
to make self-portraits.
We learned all about
the proportions of the
face before sketching
ourselves.

Reception class learned all about a new technique called
‘oil pastel resist’ when they made the backgrounds of these
cool ‘Party Pineapples’. Each child then drew and painted
their pineapple before visiting our ‘Sunglasses Store’ to
choose the perfect pair! Everyone is in the mood for some
warmer weather after creating these fun pieces!
Our Senior after-school Art Club finished their large folk art
paintings inspired by the artist Heather Galler. Their giant
masterpieces are framed and hang proudly outside the
staff room for all to enjoy.

15

Art

Above are some other projects on display in
the Art corridor. These include Year 7 printed
sugar skulls, Year 8 pastel Arctic Animals,
Year 8 textile art and Reception collaged
rainbows! The New Year means loads of new
projects, so stay tuned to find out what we
have been up to this month.
Maria Carlin (Art Teacher)

Congratulations
to our ‘Artist of the Month’ winners for November
Class Name

Class Name

PSA

Paula Moreno

4B

Ellen Richards

RA

Karma Abdallah

4C

Raneem Alakkad

RB

Valerie Raimann Mora

5A

Milana Gorshechnikov

RC

Deema Al Muntan

5B

Selena Mahmoud

1A

Zunairah Siddiqui

5C

Leya Achmar

1B

Yara Dib

6A

Mariah Jandali

1C

Rosanna Nascimento

6B

Shamekh Al-Arakzeh

2A

Sulaiman Akhlas

6C

Layla Rasmussen

2B

Araya Cunningham

7A

Deen Dabjan

2C

Rinad Al Lafy

7B

Phoebe Meadwell

3A

Erin Burke

7C

Abdul-Aziz Ahmad

3B

Lellian Nassar

8A

Alishba Harris

3C

Razan Atawi

8B

Farida Al Faham

3D

Joury Abouzaid

8C

Sohaila Ammar

4A

Ahd Eldesouky
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Bisak Awards
HOUSE POINT WINNERS
1

Johannesburg

Ibrahim Abdelkader

1

Cairo

Taym Ahmed

1

Nairobi

Riley Kierznowski

2

London

Sulaiman Akhlas

2

Paris

Yanis Ourari

2

Rome

Mya Rose Dasouki

3

New York

Abdulrahman Mahgoub

3

Ottawa

Minha Nureena

3

Mexico city

Jenine Shawwa

3

San Francisco

Zainab Rashid

4

Santiago

Shayan Jamal

Amna Kashif

4

Brasilia

Kareem Elkhamry

Cole Peterson

4

Buenos Aires

Abdullah Ahmad

5

Wellington

Abdullah Piracha

5

Sydney

Zoha Mudassar

Fahad Atawi

Saad Tariq
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5

Canberra

Gina Archibong

6

Esperanza

Danyal Eid

6

Concordia

Orla Hannan

6

Halley

Mariam El-Sayid Awad

Eshal Saqib

SILVER AWARD WINNERS
1

Cairo

Celine Abdelhamied

Khadija Sheik

2

Paris

Ayat Waqas

Nael Bouanchaud

3

New York

Hassaan Mudassar

Riyad AbdulWahab

3

San Francisco

Omar Hindawy

4

Santiago

Yumna Hafeez

4

Brasilia

Omar Elleathy

4

5

Fergus Robertson

Maryam Alghamdi

Mazen Selim

Olivia Stanford

Mukhtar Ogunmola

Mia Matthee

Eshal Omer

Vishal Lakshmikanthan

Safwan Msairi

Mohammed Mekawy

Buenos Aires

Talya Khashan

Wellington
Ayaan Choudhury

5

Canberra

Omar Sayed

6

Halley

Cameron Brown
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GOLD AWARD WINNERS
1

Nairobi

Riley Kierznowski

Yara Salem

2

London

Sulaiman Akhlas

Mishael Alabbadi

3

New York

Erin Burke

3

Ottawa

Farah Marmash

4

Santiago

4

Brasilia

Karma Elshorbagy

5

Canberra

Mahnoor Ruheena

6

Concordia

Shayan Jamal

Amna Kashif

Abdullah Faisal

Willem Jandali

Icel Ahmed

Eshal Fazal

Orla Hannan

Aya Gajam

Omar Maddi

STAR AWARD WINNERS
1

Johannesburg

Jomana El Sayes

1

Cairo

Molly Kearney

1

Nairobi

Cooper Phin

2

London

Sulaiman Akhlas

2

Paris

Yanis Ourari

2

Rome

Nour Elsherif

ARABIC BRONZE WINNERS
Sohaila Ammar

Raghad Barakat

Taher Dawud

ARABIC SILVER WINNERS
Ahd Eldesouky

Yassine El-Hawary

Sara Fadda

Sulaf Allam

Patil Ayvazian
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SIXTH
FORM

BRITISH INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AL KHOBAR

OPTIONS
EVENING
FEBRUARY

26TH
6pm - 8pm

BISAK Upper Hall

+966 (1) 3 882 5474 Ext: 0

SeniorPA@bisak.org

www.bisak.org

Rezayat Catering
Name :
Items

Price
Hot Meals

Main Course of the day
Pasta of the day
Combo Main+Pasta+Vegetable

SAR 16
SAR 11
SAR 21

Cold & Hot Sandwiches
French Bread Large Chicken & Cheese Sandwich
French Bread Half Egg & cheese sandwich
Grilled chicken & Cheese Ciabatta Sandwich
Roast Beef Ciabatta Sandwich
Chicken Mortadella Ciabatta Sandwich
Bloomer Olive Turkey Ham Sandwich
Beef salami Ciabatta Sandwich
Croissant Chicken and Peach Sandwich
Wraps Chicken Or Beef
Bloomer Olive Toasted Mushroom and onion s/w
Bloomer Whole Meat Roast Beef Sandwich
Chicken Mayonnaise Sandwich
Tuna Mayonnaise
Cheese Tomato & Vegetable Sandwich
Roast Beef Sandwich (Triangles)
Chicken Hot dog with Onion
Beef Hot dogs with Onion
Croissant Chicken Mortadella and Cheese Sandwich
Croissant Beef Salami and Cheese Sandwich
Chicken Burger(80g Bun) with Cheese and Veg
Burger with Fries
Chicken Nuggets

SAR 13
SAR 11
SAR 15
SAR 15
SAR 15
SAR 15
SAR 15
SAR 15
SAR 13
SAR 11
SAR 11
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 15
SAR 15
SAR 15
SAR 11
SAR 11

Beverages
Fresh Orange Juice
Fresh Apple Juice
Fresh Carrot Juice
Fresh Apple and Carrot Juice
Fresh Carrot and Orange Juice
Water Melon Juice
Water Melon and Cucumber Juice
Apple,Carrot, and Beetroot Juice
Flavored Yogurts/ Tetra Pack Juices
Smoothies
Mineral Water

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
3
9
1

Snacks
Chocolates
Oreo
Polo
QUICHE & PIES
French Fries
Ice Cream

SAR 5
SAR 2
SAR 2
SAR 11
SAR 6
SAR 3

Qty

Items

Price

Salads
Chef's Salad
Potato & Chive Salad
Carrot & Dry Grapes Salad
Beetroot Salad
Green Bean Potato Salad
Sweet Corn Red Pepper Salad
German Potato Salad
Roast Beef Salad
Tuna Salad
Roast Vegetable Salad
Chick Peas Salad
Potato Salad
Seafood Salad
Egg Mayonnaise
Russian Salad
Tabouleh
Hommous
Muthabel
Yogurt and Cucumber Salad
Three Beans Salad
Leaves Salad
Pasta and Cheese Salad
Waldorf Salad
Tomato & Mozarella Salad
Layer Salad
Country Coleslaw
Green Beans Salad
Oriental Veg Salad
Vegetable Stick (Crudites)
Muesli with Yogurt

SAR 11
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 11
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 11
SAR 11
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 11
SAR 11
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 11
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9
SAR 9

Desserts
Fruit Salad Cup
Fruit Sticks Cup
Fruit Separate Cup
Cinnamon Rolls
Fresh Fruits Banana/Apple/Orange

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

9
9
9
4
2

Bakery
Muffin Chocolate
Muffin Vanilla
Muffin Carrot Cake
Muffin Dates & Cinnamon
Danish
Donuts
Cookies Large Chocolate Chip
Cookie of the Day
Brownie

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Qty

BISAK Menu - Week 1
Sunday
03/02/19

Monday
04/02/19

Tuesday
05/02/19

Wednesday
06/02/19

Thursday
07/02/19

Indian

Chicken Biryani

Chicken tikka masala
with saffron rice

Chicken Tandoori & rice

Chicken chili & vegetable pulao rice

Chicken Biryani

Western

Meat balls with
mashed potatoes

Stir fry chicken
with Fried rice

Fish Florentine

Beef stroganoff With
mash potatoes

Beef lasagna with
vegetable

Arabic

Arabic grilled chicken
with Magloba rice

Chicken Kebabs
with kapsa rice

Koffta kebabs with Rice

Sumac Chicken with
Vermicelli rice

Arabic grilled chicken
with Kapsa rice

Pasta

Pasta with
Mushroom white sauce

Pasta with
chicken white sauce

Macaroni Arabiatha

Singapore noodles

Spaghetti with
Carbonara sauce

Hotdogs

Beef / chicken

Beef / chicken

Beef / chicken

Beef / chicken

Beef / chicken

Burgers

Chicken & beef

Chicken & beef

Chicken & beef

Chicken & beef

Chicken & beef

Wraps

Chicken wraps

Chicken wraps

Chicken wraps

Chicken wraps

Chicken wraps

Lost property!

School Uniform Shop

Please CLEARLY name and label ALL your child’s
belongings, especially jumpers, lunch boxes and water
bottles.

• Order forms can be downloaded from the website
http://www.bisak.org/Uniformorderform
• Fill the form out and place it in an envelope with the
correct money, hand it into reception
• Senior – Pupils to collect from reception
• Preparatory – Orders will be delivered to the form
teachers

The Lost Property collection points are filling up again. It is
up to your child to go to these areas to check for their lost
belongings. Items with easily identifiable names/labels
will be returned to their owner in time.
Locations for Lost Property:
1. Preparatory office area (for Preparatory pupils only)
2. Senior office area (for Senior pupils)

Opening hours:
Monday and Tuesday 12.30 pm – 13.30 pm.
Please Note:
School Badges are no longer available.

